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Abstract
ImageJ/Fiji is a widely-used tool in the biomedical community for performing everyday image analysis tasks. However, its
3D viewer component (aptly named 3D Viewer) has become dated and is no longer actively maintained. We set out to create
an alternative tool that not only brings modern concepts and APIs from computer graphics to ImageJ, but is designed to be
robust to long-term, open-source development. To achieve this we divided the visualization logic into two parts: the rendering
framework, scenery, and the user-facing application, sciview. In this paper we describe the development process and design
decisions made, putting an emphasis on sustainable development, community building, and software engineering best practises.
We highlight the motivation for the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) as a target platform for visualisation applications. We conclude
by discussing the remaining milestones and strategy for long-term sustainability.

CCS Concepts
• Software and its engineering → Software development techniques; • Computing methodologies → Rendering; Graphics
systems and interfaces;

1. Introduction

Scientific image processing and analysis is common throughout the
scientific and engineering disciplines. While there are numerous
software tools that support scientific image processing, one of lead-
ing open-source tools is ImageJ [SRE12]. ImageJ is a Java-based
tool that dates back to 1997†, and continues to be developed to this
date. ImageJ was developed using Java to facilitate portability be-
tween systems. Additional features, such as a plugin system, have
contributed to ImageJ’s longevity. However, a number of limita-
tions inherent to ImageJ’s design were revealed in the 2010s, such
as a fragile plugin ecosystem, and limited support for large images.

To alleviate these limitations of ImageJ, the Fiji (Fiji Is Just Im-
ageJ) distribution of ImageJ [SAF∗12] was developed. Fiji intro-
duced an update site mechanism for managing and distributing Im-
ageJ plugins. Fiji also introduced support for a new backend library
for image support, ImgLib2 [PPTS12]. The Fiji distribution revolu-
tionized the ImageJ community by making numerous ImageJ plu-
gins readily accessible within the tool itself. This is accomplished
via update sites, where the user can easily select plugin sources
and manage plugin updates using a GUI, as opposed to the original

† ImageJ is the Java-based successor to the NIH Image software package.

approach which involved browsing to websites, downloading a pre-
compiled JAR or compiled Java class, and installing it into ImageJ.
Additionally, the introduction of the ImgLib2 library enabled sup-
port for the large scale image data that has now become popular,
where original ImageJ data structures were limited to 231 pixels,
corresponding to the maximum integer value that can be used to
index into an array of pixel data. Fiji also introduced the original
3D viewer of ImageJ [SSC∗10].

Since the introduction of Fiji, we have developed a new vi-
sualization framework for the JVM to prototype VR interactions
with scientific instruments, such as high-speed volumetric micro-
scopes. This framework, scenery, has been designed to support vi-
sualisation of large amounts of image data [GPG∗19b], generated
by microscopes that can easily output images at a rate of 1GB/s
or higher [RPHT14]. The increasing abundance of imaging data
with total sizes reaching into the terabytes requires new techniques,
such as out-of-core volume rendering, to be broadly available to
researchers that face these challenges. ImageJ and the Fiji distri-
bution of ImageJ continue to be popular tools for scientific image
processing and analysis. This includes the use of ImageJ for 3D
image analysis and visualization. However, Fiji currently does not
support such advances from the visualization field. To this end we
designed and developed sciview, a scenery- and ImageJ- based tool
for supporting visualisation of N-dimensional data.
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2. Motivations and Technical Aspects

As a bridge between ImageJ and scenery, sciview provides visual-
isation support for commonly used data structures and algorithms
for scientific image processing. For example, a user may apply a
smoothing operation to an input image volume, and inspect the re-
sults via volumetric rendering. The integration of data and visual-
isation is not limited to voxel data. For example, ImageJ includes
an implementation of the marching cubes algorithm for generat-
ing triangulated meshes from volumetric data, and sciview enables
visualisation of these mesh outputs overlaid with the input vol-
ume data. Additional algorithms from ImageJ, such as voxelization,
convex hull calculation, and 3D cropping, are also made available
in sciview. In general, functionality that requires both the visualiza-
tion and/or 3D interaction features of scenery, and image process-
ing features of ImageJ, is developed within sciview.

A key feature of scenery that is leveraged by sciview is out-of-
core volume rendering, where a subset volumetric data is loaded
into GPU memory as needed. This feature is critical with the previ-
ously mentioned rapid growth of biological imaging data. Apart
from out-of-core volume rendering, we thought the VR support
already present in scenery might be of more general use for the
biomedical community. While the original 3D Viewer only sup-
ported OpenGL 1.2, we also aimed for support of more up-to-date
APIs – a major reason for the abandonment of the original 3D
Viewer was its strong dependency on Java3D, which has not been
updated since Java 6 was released in 2006. In addition to support-
ing more up-to-date APIs, we observed that it would be beneficial
to design a rendering framework that can utilize multiple APIs, and
is not strongly tied to a single API.

The full goals for the development of scenery are [GPG∗19a]:

G1 Virtual/Augmented Reality support: The framework should
make the use of VR/AR in an application possible with mini-
mal effort. Distributed systems, such as CAVEs or Powerwalls,
should also be supported.

G2 Out-of-core volume rendering: The framework should be able
to handle datasets that do not fit into graphics memory and/or
main memory, contain multiple channels, views, and timepoints.
It should be possible to visualize multiple such datasets in a sin-
gle scene.

G3 User/Developer-friendly API: The framework should have a
simple API that makes only limited use of advanced features,
such as generics, so the user/developer can quickly comprehend
and customize it.

G4 Cross-platform: The framework should run on the major oper-
ating systems: Windows, Linux, and macOS.

G5 JVM-native and embeddable: The framework should run na-
tively on the JVM, and be embeddable, such that it can be used
in popular biomedical image analysis tools like Fiji [SAF∗12,
RSH∗17], Icy [dCDC∗12], and KNIME [BCD∗08].

While scenery focuses on establishing a rendering framework
based upon the above goals, sciview translates these goals into in-
terfaces that are accessible from ImageJ. Two key efforts of sciview
involve making data from ImageJ available to scenery for render-
ing (volumes, meshes, point clouds, etc.) and introducing new al-

Figure 1: Example volume rendering from Fiji’s original 3D
viewer.

gorithms for both image and mesh processing. To this end, sciview
primarily consumes ImageJ and ImgLib2 data structures, and gen-
erates/manipulates scenery data structures for visualisation.

3. Approach

With ImageJ being Java-based, the choice of target platform was al-
ready fixed, but the actual language was not. While the new viewer
would need to run on the Java Virtual Machine (JVM), a lot of new
languages that improve upon the developer experience with Java
came up when development started: The closest contenders were
Kotlin and Clojure (which is a Lisp dialect). We ultimately decided
for Kotlin, as it is commercially supported by the company Jet-
Brains, the developers of the popular IntelliJ IDE. Kotlin later be-
came a first-class citizen on Android, contributing much to its pop-
ularity nowadays – it is one of the fastest-growing languages cur-
rently on Github‡. Kotlin offers a way more concise writing style
than Java does, and introduces additional functional programming
constructs. When comparing Kotlin and Clojure, Kotlin is notably
more similar to Java, making it an appealing choice for this case
due to the large number of Java programmers involved in the Im-
ageJ community. In the JVM world, stable build systems and good
dependency management have a long and successful history. In our
case, we use Maven§ as a build system, which makes the build as
easy as running the mvn package command, and is probably the
most widespread build system used in the JVM ecosystem.

‡ See octoverse.github.com/#top-languages.
§ See maven.apache.org
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Figure 2: A volume rendering of a developing Drosophila em-
bryo, rendered on a CAVE system. Distributed rendering support
is handled by scenery, but not yet exposed in sciview. Image from
[GPG∗19b].

As mentioned before, our approach to developing the 3D Viewer
replacement consists of two parts, scenery, the rendering backend
and framework, and sciview, the user-facing frontend, which is the
actual ImageJ/Fiji plugin. This split enables us to integrate new fea-
tures into scenery, test them, and expose them later in sciview – for
example, support for distributed rendering (see Figure 2) is imple-
mented in scenery and usable, but not yet exposed in sciview. It also
enables more stability for user-created scripts, where large backend
changes in scenery are “buffered” by sciview, minimizing the num-
ber of changes that must be propagated to user scripts. While the
user can choose to use pure scenery objects in her code, it is not
necessary. We will continue with a description of the two parts,
starting with scenery:

In terms of rendering, scenery originally featured only an
OpenGL 4.1-based renderer, with version 4.1 being chosen in order
to support macOS. The Vulkan renderer was already being planned,
and was added about a year after development started. The devel-
opment of the Vulkan renderer led to a re-thinking of the renderer
architecture, which led to improvements on both the Vulkan and the
OpenGL side. In scenery, the renderers are completely decoupled
from the rest of the library, such that the rendering-independent
components can be tested on their own, even on systems without
GPUs. The renderers are also interchangeable at runtime and fea-
ture a render graph architecture for the actual rendering pipeline,
with the rendering pipelines also being exchangeable at runtime. To
interface with native APIs, we use the LWJGL (Vulkan) and JOGL
(OpenGL) libraries. While JOGL tries to wrap the OpenGL state
machine into an object-oriented architecture, LWJGL provides ac-
cess to the raw APIs. This means that in contrast to regular JVM
applications, memory management has to be handled by the devel-
oper and not by the garbage collector as usual. However, LWJGL
provides excellent and fast APIs for memory management¶.

Scene contents are handled in a mostly traditional scene graph
architecture, which we restricted to a scene tree [BK15], for more
efficient parallel discovery of scenes with a large number of ele-

¶ See blog.lwjgl.org/memory-management-in-lwjgl-3/.

ments, as we require, e.g. for rendering large number of cells or
neurons.

Originally, scenery featured in-core volume rendering, being
limited by the available memory of the GPU. In 2019, we have
switched to an out-of-core volume rendering architecture based
on technology developed from and in conjunction with the Big-
DataViewer [PSPT15] project. The technique implemented there
is a combination of the previously-published approach hierarchical
blocking [LHJ99, BHMF08] and the missing data scheme intro-
duced in the BigDataViewer paper [PSPT15]. This enables us to
not only render very large datasets, but also run filters on volumet-
ric data on-the-fly.

4. Sustainability

In this section, we want to detail decisions we have made in order
to make the project sustainable in the longer run, split into technical
aspects, and community/social aspects:

4.1. The Technical Side: Kotlin, Polyglot Scripting, and
Continuous Integration/Delivery

With the choice of Kotlin as a language, we believe to have
made a sustainable choice, for multiple reasons: First, should the
JVM at some point not be sufficient anymore for our endeavours,
Kotlin offers experimental support for compilation to native ma-
chine code‖ via LLVM [LA04]. Second, Kotlin can also be com-
piled to JavaScript, enabling the possibility of a web-based viewer
with the same basis – althought this would require additional We-
bGL/WebGPU rendering code. Third, all software written in Kotlin
is completely interoperable with existing Java/JVM software, and
to the developer it is mostly transparent whether Java or Kotlin was
used. Kotlin libraries could even be decompiled to Java code.

In terms of extensibility, we offer a plugin-based system build-
ing on top of SciJava (www.scijava.org), and polyglot scripting of
both scenery and sciview, with JavaScript, Jython, (J)Ruby, Mat-
lab, BeanShell, Java, Scala, and Clojure being the currently avail-
able options. We hope this lowers the entry barrier to interacting
with our software on a programmatic level (it will be interesting
to see which language becomes the most-often used). The plugins
required for interacting with all of these languages are developed
in the SciJava community, are easily integrated, and do not need
to be maintained by our team, which is a large plus. Furthermore,
with the rising popularity of Python, a Kotlin-Numpy bridge has
also been developed by the community (github.com/kotlin/kotlin-
numpy/), which we hope to be able to utilise in the future.

With the choice of Vulkan as an additional rendering API, we
have stepped a bit into unknown territory, as it is a new API that
has not been used extensively in scientific visualisation. Reasons
for this choice were that Vulkan maps better to the current archi-
tecture of GPUs than OpenGL does, and provides a better devel-
oper experience, with excellent, and fine-grained debugging tools,
like the Vulkan Validation Layers. These can be activated during

‖ See kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/native-overview.html.
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development and perform runtime checks, which are mostly absent
from the driver – a stark contrast to OpenGL. Performance is en-
hanced in multiple ways: Vulkan offers much better multithreading
support, and rendering/compute calls are send to the GPU by sub-
mitting work in batches via so-called command buffers, which can
(and should!) be reused as much as possible. Finally, Vulkan of-
fers more fine-grained synchronisation primitives than OpenGL. As
with OpenGL, Nvidia offers interoperability with CUDA, e.g. for
sharing buffers and images. The downside to using Vulkan is the
up-front investment necessary: Vulkan differs significantly from
OpenGL, is more verbose, and has a very steep learning curve
– especially synchronisation is something that bites rather often,
and not all issues on that side can be caught reliably by the val-
idation layers. All in all however, these downsides are more than
balanced out by the improved development experience and per-
formance improvements. Programmers familiar with similarly ex-
plicit APIs like DirectX 12 or Metal will probably not find it diffi-
cult to learn. In the medium run, we plan on retiring the OpenGL
renderer, as we see Vulkan as the more future-proof API. In the
other direction, considering that Vulkan is already supported by
currently 8 year-old Kepler-generation GPUs and later ones, we
feel we do not need to worry about backwards compatibility too
much. Unfortunately, one problem remains: Apple decided to take
its own path, dropping out of the Khronos Group’s Vulkan Work-
ing Group, and develop Metal – so Vulkan is not natively avail-
able on macOS. However, a compatibility layer, MoltenVK, was
developed that maps between Vulkan and Metal, which has now
been handed over to the Khronos Group for further development
(see github.com/KhronosGroup/MoltenVK). We would like to use
MoltenVK in the future to also support rendering via Vulkan on
macOS. Further, we plan on adding a software renderer, probably
using OSPray [WJA∗17] in the future. Finally, Vulkan does not fea-
ture the strong coupling to the windowing system that OpenGL had
anymore, so running on headless systems is much easier than with
OpenGL.

For automated testing, we have created a Continuous Integra-
tion (CI) pipeline based on Travis CI (travis-ci.org) that automati-
cally runs unit tests and checks code coverage (via jacoco and code-
cov.io) on each commit to our git repositories. In addition, scenery
includes a range of examples, which are also used as integration
tests. At the moment, we are changing our CI pipeline to use Git-
lab CI and automatically run these integration tests headlessly on
different GPUs, and compare the resulting renderings with known-
good images. Taking unit tests and integration tests together, we can
reach a code coverage of about 70%∗∗. Testing code paths that re-
quire external hardware, such as HMDs, remain a problem, though.

sciview (and with it, scenery) is delivered to the user through an
ImageJ update site: Release versions are created manually, and in
addition, we have a separate nightly update site, which is updated
with each commit to the git repositories, facilitating Continuous
Delivery (CD). The latter enables a fast response cycle for user-

∗∗ On Github, around 25% coverage is shown at the moment, because the
Travis pipeline used at the moment does not yet run the tests requiring a
GPU. Pending further testing, we will switch to the new CI pipeline in the
near future.

reported issues and for testing new developments with a limited set
of users.

In the previous section, we have already mentioned the Maven-
based build system – in addition to providing an easy way to build
our software, Maven also sets rather strict requirements for how
the software is distributed: Maven-built software can be deployed
to central repositories, such as Maven Central (sonatype.org), with
each released version of a software being immutable and digitally
signed, contribution to both security and reproducability of builds.
For versioning scenery and sciview, we use sementic versioning
(semver.org), where major version changes indicate incompati-
ble API changes, and minor version changes indicate backwards-
compatible API changes. Now, we cannot (and probably should
not) create a new release for each commit to the repository, so
in order to keep sciview up-to-date with respect to current devel-
opments in the scenery repository, we utilise JitPack (jitpack.io),
where dependencies can be declared not only on release versions,
but directly on Git commit hashes. The downside of this is that we
cannot use semantic versioning for non-release builds, but we can
guarantee that any build done in the past is going to work in the
future, boosting reproducibility, even with versions still in devel-
opment. The versions used, may it be the actual release version, or
the Git commit used, are also shown to the user and in the log file,
making error tracing easier for the developers.

4.2. The Social Side

On the more soft side of things, we have found it slightly difficult
to have people move away from 3D Viewer, even though both out-
dated and unmaintained, simply because they are used to it, and of
course habits are difficult to change. A recent innovation in the Im-
ageJ community, the image.sc forum for image analysis – instead
of the mailing list used over decades – has alleviated that a bit,
and led to more widespread knowledge about our project. We have
also realised that the tool most often required is a simple piece of
software users can just drop a single image or a time series onto.
One of the authors was involved with the development of Clear-
Volume [RWG∗15], a visualisation tool originally intended to be
used for live visualisation for microscopes, directly on the machine
where the images are acquired. From the citations of the paper, we
have noticed that ClearVolume is substantially more often used as
Fiji plugin for visualisation of already acquired datasets than as
software for actual live microscopy visualisation, and that is prob-
ably because it makes it very simple to just view a single image or
a time series.

In the meantime, according to GitHub, there are 18 projects us-
ing either scenery or sciview, with a six of them being our own.
Exemplary usage of our tools include:

• Multi-sample imaging and visualisation [DGM∗19], a paper us-
ing sciview to investigate, visualise, and analyse the develop-
ment of vasculature in Danio rerio (zebra fish) (see Figure 3A),
• EmbryoSim, a toolkit for the generation of plausible-looking

Drosophila (fruitfly) microscopy images for the training of ma-
chine learning algorithms for cell tracking and segmentation (see
Figure 3B),
• SNT, a tool for neuron tracing, and successor to Simple Neurite
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Tracer [LBA11], which uses sciview as a viewer (see Figure 3C),
and
• Visualising regeneration in the mouse incisor, a writeup in the

popular biology blog, the Node, featured visualisations from
sciview ††

In the latter two, the authors have been helping out with the
development, an example of the tag team approach described in
[RCM∗20].

For coordinated development, we hosted a hackathon dedicated
to sciview development at the University of Idaho in 2018, and
will again organise one in 2020, this time either at MPI-CBG
in Dresden, or at CASUS in Görlitz. Hackathons have proven
to be invaluable tools in the ImageJ community to drive devel-
opment forward, and define new development goals. While we
also heavily utilise online communication, e.g. via Gitter (git-
ter.im/scenerygraphics/SciView/), in-person meetings, with the as-
sociated socialising seem irreplaceable.

In order to keep development organised online, we utilise
Github’s Pull Request (PR) features heavily: All new features and
bug fixes are submitted as a pull request before being merged into
the master branch. This enables both code review and testing of
code before something broken or inadequate reaches the main line
code. For each PR, we run our CI tests on Windows, macOS, and
Linux, and in addition run the code coverage and code quality tools.
Issues in any PR are then resolved by the team members interac-
tively, before the PR is finally merged, or rejected (with most PRs
being actually accepted in the end).

5. Outlook

While we believe our approach on the technical side is sound, there
are still issues that we need to address:

• Documentation – The JVM ecosystem forces the developer
to document their code via Javadoc (Java) or Kdoc (Kotlin)
by requiring dedicated documentation packages to be de-
ployed to the central Maven package repository (see e.g.
javadoc.scijava.org/SciView/). We also require that new fea-
tures in the form of Pull Requests on Github have adequate
documentation. But as API-level documentation is not enough,
we have started to write better, more explanatory documenta-
tion using Gitbook at docs.scenery.graphics. The documentation
there is unfortunately far from complete. Already mentioned
by [RCM∗20], software documentation often is the last part in
the scientific process, and very unrewarding in the short-term,
especially when the metric is "publications produced". However,
there cannot be sustainable software development without ade-
quate documentation.
• Funding – while the authors both develop and use scenery and

sciview, and try to publish technology and papers based on them,
it is sometimes difficult to acquire funding "just" for software, an
issue already mentioned in [RCM∗20]. Slowly, the large fund-
ing bodies, such as DFG in Germany, or the NIH in the US, are

†† See thenode.biologists.com/a-gnawing-question-which-cells-are-
responsible-for-tooth-renewal-and-regeneration/research/, and for the
article [SMZ∗19].

recognising the need for longer-term, stable software develop-
ment, that sometimes also has to be done by the scientists re-
quiring the software. We hope that this trend continues. Com-
mercialisation might be an alternative option, but as we would
ensure that our software stay open-source, it is not an easy task
to derive a viable business model.
• Future prospects – The integration of sciview into the ImageJ

ecosystem enables new technologies within the bioimage anal-
ysis community. By making the scenery framework accessible
within ImageJ, the large number of existing ImageJ-based tools
can now utilize virtual reality technologies. scenery’s support for
multiple rendering APIs introduces additional long-term stabil-
ity as the landscape of computer graphics continues to evolve.
New features introduced through sciview and scenery span from
new image and mesh processing algorithms to out-of-core vol-
ume rendering, serving to extend beyond current ImageJ-based
visualisation tools.
• Less Vis Gap – While we are mostly at home in the biomed-

ical imaging community, we would like to interface better with
the computer graphics community, to ensure that new algorithms
and developments are incorporated into scenery and sciview. We
have started this process already by establishing collaborations
in the graphics field.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have discussed the motivation and development
process behind sciview and scenery, where sciview is intended to
be the replacement for the current 3D Viewer in the ImageJ ecosys-
tem. We have outlined how we believe language and ecosystem
choice has an impact on sustainable development, and what tools
we found valuable in supporting the developer. We have also de-
scribed some major issues we are facing, that have already been
discussed by [RCM∗20], and are common to a lot of visualisation
software packages.
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Figure 3: Example applications: A: Zebrafish vasculature timelapse, shown from 17 to 60 hours post fertilisation (hpf), using ambient
occlusion to highlight smaller details; B: EmbryoSim, with forces acting on individual cells shown as arrows, and cell bodies not shown
towards the right; C/D: SNT for neuron tracing in volumetric images, with neurons shown in red, embedded in a dense volumetric image.
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